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Abstract. Smalltalk-80 is an object-
oriented system promoting „programming
by reuse“. However, the complexity of the
Smalltalk class library makes it difficult
for the non-expert user to find the prob-
lem-solving class. This paper describes
ClassExpert, a tool that helps to retrieve
classes matching the functional specifica-
tion provided by the user. ClassExpert de-
ploys an attribute-value classification
scheme with taxonomies. This paper also
shows how this scheme can be used to sup-
port reuse by specialization and modifica-
tion.

Introduction
Significant productivity improvements have
been reported using object-oriented pro-
gramming environments such as Visual-
Works\Smalltalk.1  One of the reasons for
these improvements is their libraries of
highly reusable classes. Unfortunately the
size of these libraries makes it hard to find
the desired class, especially for a beginner.
For example, the class library of Visual-
                                                       
1 VisualWorks is build on the ParcPlace Smalltalk

system, a derivative of Smalltalk-80. VisualWorks is
a registered trademark of ParcPlace Systems, Inc.

Works 2.0 has over 900 classes. In addition
to this complexity problem, there is a vo-
cabulary barrier and a potential vocabulary
mismatch between the terminology used in
the library and the terminology of the re-
user [FLGD87].  Other problems are
caused by the fact that not all concepts
from the library are understood by the re-
user (i.e. the problem of ill-defined needs,
see [Henninger94]).  In general, there is a
problem of documenting frameworks which
make up the library, so that users of all
levels can efficiently utilize these frame-
works in their projects (see [Johnson92]
and [CampIslam93]). One standard Small-
talk tool which can help to find the desired
class is the SystemBrowser.  System-
Browser has facilities such as categories of
classes, categories of methods (i.e. proto-
cols), cross-reference search facilities
(senders or implementors of a method se-
lector, instance variable references, class
references etc.) to help the user to navigate
in the class library.  Although these facili-
ties provide a remarkably detailed picture
of the code, they do not solve the problem
of finding the desired class within a short
time.  ClassExpert is a tool that enables the
user to search for those classes which
match the user-defined functional specifi-
cation of the desired class.  This article de-
scribes how ClassExpert works and how it
can be used to document class hierarchies
of object-oriented frameworks and to ex-
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tend their functionality by specialization or
modification.  Although this tool is devel-
oped for Smalltalk, the idea of ClassExpert
is directly applicable to other object-ori-
ented systems.

ClassExpert
ClassExpert is a research prototype of a
knowledge-based tool for class selection in
VisualWorks / Smalltalk which was de-
signed to address two problems:

1. how to find the "right" class, which
is to be directly reused in a pro-
gram, from a collection of func-
tionally similar classes

2. how to find the appropriate super-
class for the new class which should
implement the needed functionality
when extending the class library or
framework.

superclass

class implementing
desired functionality

found class

specialization

Figure 1  Extension by specialization

Extending the functionality of a framework
can be achieved using inheritance or ag-
gregation. In the case of inheritance, one
can use two techniques: specialization or
modification (see [BergEis95]. Specializa-
tion (see Figure 1) makes reuse of the code
of the superclass which is provided by the
framework (i.e. the found class) possible,
whereas modification (see Figure 2), en-
ables the user to reuse the code of both the
superclass and the found class, which is a
sibling in this case.  The disadvantage of

modification is the fact that the sibling has
only a „copy-and-paste“ relationship to the
class that implements the new functionality.
This type of relationship causes mainte-
nance problems since updates and bug fixes
are not passed on along them automatically.

class
implementing
desired
functionality

superclass

found class

modification

Figure 2  Extension by modification

Nevertheless, both specialization and
modification promote code reuse and are of
great interest to the programmer.  Finally,
extending functionality through aggregation
also profits from methods for finding the
problem-solving class.

null term

unordered ordered

sorted

attribute value

subvalue of

Figure 3  A sample taxonomy for the attribute "order" of
collections

How does ClassExpert describe
classes?

ClassExpert uses an attribute-value classifi-
cation scheme, i.e. classes are described by
attribute-value pairs. Attributes are also
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called features.  Each attribute has a pre-
defined vocabulary (as in the faceted
scheme; see [OPB92]) and the terms are
interconnected by generalization / speciali-
zation (subvalue of) and synonym relation-
ships (see Figure 3).  These vocabularies
are called taxonomies. The root of a taxon-
omy is always the null value (in ClassEx-
pert designated „not defined“). A sequence
of attributes with their respective taxono-
mies defines a class-description format (i.e.
the classification scheme).  This description
format takes advantage of the inheritance
relationships between the Smalltalk classes
being described, so that the values of the
attributes are inherited according to these
relationships.  Also, it is possible to define
categories which group functionally similar
classes.  All classes within a category are
described by the same sequence of  at-
tributes; however, one class can belong to
several categories.

The components of ClassExpert
ClassExpert consists of a knowledge base,
a knowledge acquisition component and a
dialog component.

Collection
is-a
type: abstract
contents: not defined
order: not defined
size: not defined

Array
ako
type: concrete
contents: any objects
order: ordered
size: fixed

Set
ako
type: concrete
contents: any objects
order: unordered
size: dynamic

WordArray
ako
contents: words

Collections
type
contents
order
size

Numbers
type
floating/fixed
precision
positive/negative

generic frame

instance frame

Figure 4  A fragment of a knowledge base describing
Smalltalk collections

The knowledge base is implemented using
frames (see
[Minsky75]). A frag-
ment of a knowledge
base describing Small-
talk collections is
shown in Figure 4.
The attributes of a
category as well as
their correspoending
taxonomies (there is
one taxonomy per at-
tribute) are defined in
a generic frame.  The
classes belonging to a
category are described
in instance frames us-
ing the predefined at-
tributes.

The knowledge ac-
quisition component

consists of a number of editors which sup-
port the definition and management of the
frames.  This component also includes
scheme evolution facilities which help to
extend and modify the metascheme of
existing knowledge bases.  The knowledge
acquisition effort is reduced since the

Figure 5  Class Specification Entry Window
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classes inherit their attribute values accord-
ing to the class inheritance hierarchy.

The dialog component has a query win-
dow which enables the entry of the class
specification as a table (see Figure 5).  The
matching classes are represented graphi-
cally in the matching results window as a
sensitive tree (see Figure 6).  Furthermore,
the user can let the tool explain any of the
categories, classes, attributes and values as
well as directly browse through the detailed
matching information (i.e. how good is the
match?) and the found classes.  He can also
use the specification of the selected class as
a new query.  This technique is called re-

trieval by reformulation (see
[Henninger94]).

How to find the "right" class using
ClassExpert?

ClassExpert supports three match levels
which deploy the generalization / speciali-
zation relationships between the terms to
provide the user with alternative solutions.
These match levels are

1. exact match: The found classes
exactly match the user-provided
specification of the needed class
(i.e. all attribute values provided by
the user exactly match the attribute
values of a found class).

2. generalized match: The found
classes are more general than the
user-provided specification (i.e. the
attribute values provided by the
user exactly match the attribute
values of a found class or are
subvalues of the latter).

3. partial match: The functionality of
the found classes partially matches
the required functionality (i.e. some
attribute values provided by the
user do not match the attribute
values of a found class).

The three match levels are accessible
through the three leftmost buttons at the

top of the result
window (see Fig-
ure 6).  The exact
match level is de-
signed to find the
needed class to be
reused in a pro-
gram, whereas
generalized and
partial matches
help in extending
the functionality of
the class library or
framework.
Classes found at
the generalized
match level are the
prospective super-

classes (extension by specialization, see
Figure 1).  On the other hand, classes found
at the partial match level are good candi-
dates for reuse through modification
(extension by modification, see Figure 2).

The user interface
Much attention has been paid to the ergo-
nomics of the user interface.  The main de-
sign goal was to keep the interface as sim-
ple as possible in order to avoid the cogni-
tive overhead.  Therefore, the classification
scheme has also been kept simple;  for ex-
ample, user-defined facet weights are not
supported.  Instead, the user can browse
through the match results in order to de-
termine how well a particular class matches

Figure 6  Matching Results Window
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his or her specification (see Figure 7).  He
can also open a browser on the class or
read a short class description.  The inter-
face has been designed to conform to the
Microsoft Style Guide [Microsoft91].  It
also supports a bubble help explaining the
components of the interface.

It is possible to invoke ClassExpert from

the Smalltalk on-line help through a hyper-
text link. This yields an excellent opportu-
nity for integrating ClassExpert into other
documenting techniques such as design pat-
terns [Johnson92] as well as hypertext de-
scriptions of frameworks, class categories,
applications etc.

Related work
Systems deploying facet or attribute classi-
fication scheme for the retrieval of reusable
components in general are described in
[PrietoFreeman87], [Prieto-Díaz91],
[OPB92], and [CKK91]. In contrast to
these systems, ClassExpert was designed to
support the retrieval of classes, so it can
take advantage of  the existence of the in-
heritance hierarchy.  LaSSIE is a retrieval
system which uses frames and automatic
classification to aid the user in the mainte-
nance of a big software system [DBSB91].

BRRR  is a query tool for class selection in
Smalltalk [Li93] and supports not only
categories but also attribute-value classifi-
cation scheme. In contrast to ClassExpert,
BRRR does not support taxonomies (value
hierarchies), which are crucial for reuse by
specialization or modification.  One impor-

tant feature of BRRR is that the user can
formulate queries at the method level.

A very similar approach to class retrieval to
that of ClassExpert has been presented in
[BergEis95].  This approach uses case-
based reasoning (CBR) to retrieve Small-
talk classes whose functional specifications
(in the form of attribute-value pairs with

taxonomies) are stored in a case
base.  The authors of this approach
used the CBR-tool INRECA, which
uses quite complicated algorithms
(e.g. kd-trees) and a lot of memory
for the case base. For example, in
the case of Smalltalk collections,
the case base  is about 100 times
larger than the equivalent knowl-
edge base of ClassExpert.

Conclusions
ClassExpert helps to

1. find the "right" class to be directly
reused

2. find the "right spot" in the inheri-
tance hierarchy to extend the func-
tionality of a class library or frame-
work by specialization or modifica-
tion

3. document classes by providing a
standardized vocabulary.

The primary goal of ClassExpert is to de-
scribe categories of functionally-similar
classes. These categories could be so-called
one-class frameworks (see [Deutsch89]),
i.e. frameworks with one root abstract
class, e.g. collections and numbers. But
they could also be parts of more complex
frameworks, e.g. a number of functionally-
similar views of a concrete model-view-
controller framework. The sample descrip-
tion scheme for collections depicted in Fig-
ure 4 shows that the attributes were chosen
to adequately describe the functionality and
differences of the collection classes. How-
ever in case of a set of very different
classes, it is still possible to use one of the
standardized sets of facets, e.g. the four
REBOOT facets: abstraction, operations,

Figure 7  Matching Details Browser
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operates on, dependencies (see [Karlson95,
p. 99]).

Since ClassExpert documents classes and
class hierarchies, it can be used in combi-
nation with other techniques, such as de-
sign patterns (see [Johnson92]), for docu-
menting frameworks (compare to
[CampIslam93]).

ClassExpert has been designed to

1. support class understandability

2. reduce the knowledge acquisition
effort.

The first goal has been addressed by pro-
viding explanations and by keeping both the
user interface and the classification scheme
simple. For this reason, classification
scheme of ClassExpert uses neither feature
weights (i.e. attribute weights) nor term
weights.  They would complicate the
scheme thereby increasing the knowledge
acquisition effort. Nonetheless, feature
weights can be used without having to de-
fine them explicitly.  A possible approach
would be to learn the values of the feature
weights using the class hierarchy which is
to be described itself. In this approach, the
specification of each class from this hierar-
chy would be used to find the respective
superclass. If the superclass proposed by
the classification algorithm does not match
the real superclass, the feature weights have
to be adjusted.  This approach represents
an optimization problem and can be quite
time-consuming.  These algorithms are
used in the field of case-based reasoning.

The second goal has been achieved by in-
heriting the attribute values from the su-
perclass. However, the knowledge acquisi-
tion effort is significant. In contrast to syn-
tactic features (such as method names,
numbers of parameters etc.), functional fea-
tures (e.g. contents, order, size; see Figure
4) cannot be extracted from the code
automatically. On the other hand, a study
presented in [BergEis95] shows that the
use of semantic features for class retrieval
results in better recall and precision than
using syntactic features.

ClassExpert deploys functional knowledge
at the class level. Examples of Smalltalk
classes with more than fifty methods are no
exceptions, so extending ClassExpert to
apply its classification scheme to the
method level seems to be desirable. The
functional focus of the ClassExpert classifi-
cation scheme also ignores the fact that
object-oriented systems deploy inheritance
to represent not only specialization but also
other types of relationships, e.g. subtyping
and implementation inheritance (see
[Edwards93] and [Eisenecker95]).  None-
theless, functional features seem to describe
the Smalltalk class hierarchy quite ade-
quately [BergEis94].

The future work on ClassExpert will con-
centrate on improving its capabilities for
documenting frameworks including imple-
mentation of class-typed and multivalued
attributes to model class interdependencies,
experiments with automatic learning of fea-
ture weights and more case studies involv-
ing documenting frameworks.

ClassExpert has been implemented in
VisualWorks 2.0 and is fully integrated in
the system.
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in any comments you might
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